For immediate release
Atlanta Restaurant Veteran Creates New Hospitality & Restaurant Incubator Company
ATLANTA, GEORGIA: Cliff Bramble, co-founder of Rathbun’s Restaurants and owner of Noble Fin Restaurant in
Gwinnett County, has just started a new Restaurant Hospitality Company called Hungry Hospitality. With this new
company, Cliff plans on helping restaurants and hotel operations throughout the Atlanta and Southeast region as well as
looking at opportunities to start and fund new concepts. Hungry Hospitality will focus on assisting restaurants in
overall operations including human resources, marketing, restaurant startup, construction, back of the house
development, budget and finance. Additionally, it will provide an incubator for upcoming concepts where Cliff will
coach chefs & management with startups from concept to roll-out.
Cliff says, “With so many restaurants having opened up in the region, and through conversations with peers and friends
in the industry, it is clear that many of the operators are interested in adding short or long term expertise and value to
their teams without making a full time commitment. At the same time, with the shortage of management within the field,
this is a perfect short-term opportunity for beginning or established operators.” He says “that by simply making one call
to Hungry Hospitality, it can save a company thousands of dollars.” Cliff is even willing to put that to a test by offering a
thirty-minute free call to operators looking for advice.
Knowing there is competition for these types of services, Cliff mentions that while there are many hospitality companies
out there that may focus on these services, many of them do not have over forty years of hotel and restaurant experience,
or the experience of building out restaurants from the ground up, retrofitting second generation restaurants, and operating
high volume restaurants in the full service or casual segments. More importantly, being knowledgeable of the Atlanta
market is of high importance to the out of state operators looking to open within the metro Atlanta area.
ABOUT CLIFF BRAMBLE: With forty years of restaurant operations and hotel experience in casual, upscale, catering,
and full- service restaurant segments, Cliff has built restaurants from the ground up, retro-fitted restaurants, opened three
new Marriott Hotels, owned a coffee house, and since 1995, has owned and operated successful independent multi-million
dollar restaurants throughout Atlanta. His experience consists of operating hotel restaurants, hotel room service areas,
independent coffee houses, wine bars, casual, upscale, and full-service restaurants. Cliff's background includes cofounding, owning and operating Rathbun's Restaurants in Atlanta, which include Rathbun's, Kevin Rathbun Steak, Krog
Bar, and KR SteakBar. Cliff also owns Noble Fin restaurant in Gwinnett County. Each of these restaurants have been
recognized as some of the best in the state or county as well as best in the United States.
His prior experience with management was with The Buckhead Life Restaurant Group where was the General Manager
for both NAVA, and The Buckhead Bread Company/Corner Cafe along with earlier hotel experience with Marriott Hotels
throughout Southern California where he opened and managed restaurants at the nationally acclaimed Desert Springs
Marriott, opened the La Jolla Marriott, and opened the San Diego Marriott & Marina. He also managed the room service
operations at the Rancho Mirage Marriott & Country Club. Cliff's additional background and businesses within
commercial, residential, and vacation rental real estate allows him first-hand knowledge in key areas of banking, loans,
finance, development, real estate opportunities, leasing, and overall knowledge which can assist in all levels of restaurant,
real estate or business operations. Cliff is also an author of Within our Walls, an inspirational restaurant story which will
be published in 2019.
For additional information or to speak with Cliff directly, please contact Cliff at (678)488.9918 or via email at
cliff@hungryhospitality.com or visit the website at hungryhospitality.com
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